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Limiting the Scope of Review on Redeterminations and Reconsiderations of
Certain Claims
Note: This article was revised on May 9, 2016, to provide updated information regarding
redetermination requests received by Medicare Administrative Contractors (MACs) or
Qualified Independent Contractors (QICs) on or after April 18, 2016.
Provider Types Affected
This MLN Matters® Special Edition Article is intended for physicians, providers, and
suppliers who submit claims to MACs for services provided to Medicare beneficiaries.
What You Need to Know
This Special Edition article is being published by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (CMS) to inform providers of the clarification CMS has given to the MACs and
QICs regarding the scope of review for redeterminations (Technical Direction Letter160305, which rescinds and replaces Technical Direction Letter-150407). This updated
instruction applies to redetermination requests received by a MAC or QIC on or after April
18, 2016, and will not be applied retroactively.
Background
CMS recently provided direction to MACs and QICs regarding the applicable scope of
review for redeterminations and reconsiderations for certain claims. Generally, MACs and
QICs have discretion while conducting appeals to develop new issues and review all aspects
of coverage and payment related to a claim or line item. As a result, in some cases where the
original denial reason is cured, this expanded review of additional evidence or issues results
in an unfavorable appeal decision for a different reason.
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For redeterminations and reconsiderations of claims denied following a complex
prepayment review, a complex post-payment review, or an automated post-payment review
by a contractor, CMS has instructed MACs and QICs to limit their review to the reason(s)
the claim or line item at issue was initially denied. Prepayment reviews occur prior to
Medicare payment, when a contractor conducts a review of the claim and/or supporting
documentation to make an initial determination. Post-payment review or audit refers to
claims that were initially paid by Medicare and subsequently reopened and reviewed by, for
example, a Zone Program Integrity Contractor (ZPIC), Recovery Auditor, MAC, or
Comprehensive Error Rate Testing (CERT) contractor, and revised to deny coverage,
change coding, or reduce payment. Complex reviews require a manual review of the
supporting medical records to determine whether there is an improper payment. Automated
reviews use claims data analysis to identify improper payments. If an appeal involves a
claim or line item denied on an automated pre-payment basis, MACs and QICs may
continue to develop new issues and evidence at their discretion and may issue unfavorable
decisions for reasons other than those specified in the initial determination.
Please note that contractors will continue to follow existing procedures regarding claim
adjustments resulting from favorable appeal decisions. These adjustments will process
through CMS systems and may suspend due to system edits. Claim adjustments that do not
process to payment because of additional system imposed payment limitations, conditions or
restrictions (for example, frequency limits or Correct Coding Initiative edits) may result in
new denials with full appeal rights. In addition, if a MAC or QIC conducts an appeal of a
claim or line item that was denied on pre- or post-payment review because a provider,
supplier, or beneficiary failed to submit requested documentation, the contractor will review
all applicable coverage and payment requirements for the item or service at issue, including
whether the item or service was medically reasonable and necessary. As a result, claims
initially denied for insufficient documentation may be denied on appeal if additional
documentation is submitted and it does not support medical necessity.
This clarification and instruction applies to redetermination and reconsideration requests
received by a MAC or QIC on or after April 18, 2016. It will not be applied
retroactively. Appellants will not be entitled to request a reopening of a previously issued
redetermination or reconsideration for the purpose of applying this clarification on the scope
of review. CMS encourages providers and suppliers to include any audit or review results
letters with their appeal request. This will help alert contractors to appeals where this
instruction applies.
Additional Information
You can find out more about appealing claims decisions in the “Medicare Claims
Processing Manual” (Publication 100-04, Chapter 29 (Appeals of Claims Decisions),
Section 310.4.C.1. (Conducting the Redetermination (Overview)) at https://www.cms.
gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Guidance/Manuals/Downloads/clm104c29.pdf on the
CMS website.
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You can also find out more about 1) conducting a redeterminations in 42 CFR 405.948, at
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=06584dd6a5fc
15094e7633ff5f6cb359&mc=true&node=pt42.2.405&rgn=div5#se42.2.405_1948; and
2) conducting a reconsideration in 42 CFR 405.968 at http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/textidx?SID=06584dd6a5fc15094e7633ff5f6cb359&mc
=true&node=pt42.2.405&rgn=div5#se42.2.405_1968 on the Internet.
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